Captain Cousteau Will Show Spectacular Undersea Film

Cousteau's famous underwater expeditions and his near-sightedness are coming to the Institute to show one of the most spectacular films ever made, "Menfish of the Deep." Developed by Rear Admiral Yves Cousteau, made, "Menfish of the Deep" on Tuesday, March 5.

Cousteau is coming to the Institute to present a series of color films of his underwater explorations. His book of his underwater explorations is now available at bookstores everywhere. Dr. Cousteau has explained the underwater explorations of his famous submersible, the Calypso, and the underwater adventures of his diving team. These divers will show the world the treasures under the sea.

Selective Service Test on April 23

All eligible students who intend to take the Selective Service Voluntary Test at the Institute on April 23 must register with the Selective Service Headquarters today. Applications and information may be obtained at the Selective Service local board. Following are the directions for taking the test:

1. The applications must be completed and returned to the Selective Service local board.
2. The test will be administered at the Institute.
3. The test must be taken by all eligible students.

British Professor Gives Humanity-Philosophy Course

Dr. John Brunvand, British scientist and man of letters, has been appointed to the Institute as a visiting professor. Dr. Brunvand will offer a philosophy course on the theme of science and the humanities. He will lecture on the philosophy of science as well as the philosophy of the humanities. This will be an introductory course in the field of philosophy and science.

Institute Rifle Team Performs With Very Strong Competition

The Institute rifle team performed very strongly at the annual competition held at the State University. The team placed second in both the individual and team events.

Legislature Lauds Williams Fraternity

The Massachusetts House of Representatives adopted a resolution in support of the Williams College Chapter of Phi Delta Theta Fraternity, which is supported by the national group for pledging a Jewish student. The resolution praises the National Fraternity which has a disinterested and democratic character.

Dr. Bloch Talks To Hillel Oneg Shabbat

The Hillel Oneg Shabbat Foundation, founded by the National Jewish Welfare Board, has announced that Dr. Bloch will be the guest speaker for the occasion. His topic will be "Towards a Definition of Judaism." Dr. Bloch is the President of the Jewish Theological Seminary.

British University Institute to be Established at the Institute

The British University Institute will be established at the Institute to provide a center for research in British studies. The institute will be supported by a grant from the British government.

Nobel Prize for Economics Awarded to Milton Friedman

Milton Friedman, a prominent economist, was awarded the Nobel Prize for Economics. Friedman is known for his work in economic theory and for his contributions to the understanding of inflation and unemployment.

Technique Options

Technique options will be on sale all week at the Institute's bulletin board. They will be available from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. each day.

All seniors who have had their portraits taken for the 1953 Technique should turn their photographs next to their portraits at the Technique both in the morning and afternoon. The Technique will hold a drawing for the best photo of each senior.
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ideas in terms of scientific humanism, and be planning a sequel to this

under the title "The Place and Reponsibility of Science". 

Summer Session
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applied research and professional conferences and 28 special summer

programs brought over 3150 men and women to Cambridge. In

tion to the regular enrollment of sponsorship of the Department of

Inglis and History, 10 a.m.-7 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday

announcements several of us at M.I.T. have been interested in helping along this
good cause.

KARL T. COMPTON, 
Chairman of the Corporation 
February 6, 1953.

See Notice on Page 3--Ed.

Seeing For Baker

Prints To Be Held

Baker Memorial Prints will be on exhibit next week. These prints are reproductions of famous paint-

ings, and represent an original investment of $1850 by the Baker Memorial Committee. Since there are a limited

number of prints, an annual drawing will be held to determine who shall have the privilege of renting

these prints on an annual basis. The prints will be exhibited in the T.G.A. office and on the balcony
to the offer.

Course In Reading

A course in Reading Techniques will be available this term under the sponsorship of the Department of

English and History. In addition to the regular enrollment of students, there will be a limited number of

registrations in the course. A fee of $10.00, required of students taking the course, will be presented to the

Coflin's Office, room 10-180 prior to the registration date.

A roll card will be necessary for attendance.
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At the Institute Committee meeting of January 7, the Student Government presented several changes in our Undergraduate Association constitution. These motions were defeated by a small margin. Therefore, a group of members passed out petitions to have the motion regarding the Institute Committee Chairman brought before the whole student body. The Undergraduate Association constitution has specific rulings on referenda contained in Article IV, Sections 3 and 4 which are as follows:

"Section 3—All acts and decisions of the Institute Committee shall be considered to be the acts and decisions of this association except that on petition presented in writing by two hundred (200) students, within fifteen (15) school days of the enactment of such acts and decisions by the Institute Committee, the question shall be referred to the Association as provided in Section 4.

"Section 4—On receipt of a petition presented in accordance with Section 3, the President of the Institute Committee shall issue a call for a general vote on the matter in question. Amendment of any act or decision of the Institute Committee shall require a two-thirds vote of the ballots cast, provided that the total number of ballots cast 30 per cent of the membership of the Undergraduate Association."

At present the President of the Senior Class is elected by seniors and the entire Undergraduate body elected by the Student Body of the Institute Committee. The new proposal would separate these two functions, and the entire undergraduate body would elect the Chairman of the Institute Committee. The proposal reads as follows:

"Moved: That the President of the Senior Class be elected by seniors and the entire Undergraduate body of the Institute Committee."

And further that the preceding motion take effect in February, 1953."

In order to clarify the proposed motion, Mr. John Mondronic, '53, President of the Institute Committee, has made the French Navy the leading free-diving organization in the world. He is presented by L.S.C. and admission is free.

"The Tech"

The affiliated companies of American Research and Development Corporation are presenting an exhibition of "PRODUCTS WITH A FUTURE" on Tuesday, February 17th, from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Dorothy Quake Building, Bex. The faculty and student body of the Institute are invited.

The exhibition will show a wide range of interesting new products, including rocket engines, jet propulsion, spectrographic instruments, high voltage generators, plastic pipe, vein-shaving, radiation detection equipment, and varied chemicals.

Several of the companies expect to be there at the first time their latest products include a water damnum- erator unit, a 50-gallon, a damnum, and a mass flowmeter.

Two M.E. graduates are interested in building a farm or forming a partnership with any M.E. man with a marketable idea in the product, service, or service. Contact David Chiles, Kansas Alumni, New York.
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Rifle Team
(Continued from Page 1)
for an afternoon match with the cadets. This match turned into a real
thriller, with the Institute team turn-
ing in a fine performance and posting a
team score of 1429. During the last
roly of shooting, however, the cadets
boosted their team score to 1429. This
pointed the second and last defeat for
the Tecmmen. Both teams performed
superbly in the contest.

Two-Year Record Falls
On Thursday, St. John's College of
Brooklyn gave the Institute teams its
dest mandate. This match was held in
the St. John's gymnasium on the
Largest indoor range in the city, con-
ditions were ideal for the men's team,
which had previously shown a team
record of 1429. The score was a
very close one, with the Sophomore
manager, Dennis MacPherson, firing 311
on the other end. The match resulted in
a tie, 1429 to 1415 for St.
John's. The defeat was particularly
bitter for St. John's, since it abruptly
ended their two-year winning streak.
A few weeks previously they had
frequently defeated the West Point cadets.

Throughout the trip the dependable
defaHG of captain Dick Tooley and
Towel manager, Carl Enck, Ernest
Schwartzman, and Philip Nason. From
the book of the five men's team and
enforced the year of quality of the
experience they had gained last year.
Sophomore Dick Tooley, John's, and
Dennis MacPherson fired com-
manding scores in some of the
match as the Institute team turned
their second winning match of the
tour. A few weeks previously they had
frequently defeated the West Point cadets.

Psychological Effect Great
Most encouraging during the trip
was the steady improvement in tech-
nique and psychological attitude evi-
denced during the entire season. Except
for the first match against Navy, in
which the entire team came apart at
the seams, mostly because of the
psychological pressure in a difficult
culture, the four freshmen and five
Sophomores which composed the
equally showed promises of developing
into a great team when they have had
some more experience.

Coach Herb Voelcker, avert, and
Ken Yearin gained much-needed coaching ability, and are progressing
well in formulating a standard match
organizing procedure which the Insti-
tute team has always lacked.

The rest of the rifle season will
continue at a high pitch, with the
varsity getting a rest this coming week
and Fordham Saturday morning. To
play New York, and New Jersey, where
the varsity team, playing in the B
league, must defeat that team or.
other third place, a fair cry from the
thrillers of the last few years.

The junior varsity team is running
out in the most recent game in the C
league, and the freshman, who finished next to last,
year, are tied for fourth in the D
league.

Paul Rudzinski, the number one
man, has already entered the semi-
finals of the State Class B tournament,
and has a good chance of winning
out the winner. Rudzinski's score
was excellent all season, and he

The Beaver squash team departed
this morning for the distant lands of
New York and New Jersey, where
they will oppose Princeton tonight
and Fordham, Saturday morning. At
present, the scores are: one draw and
two victories in inter-
collegiate play, having defeated Wes-
leyan and Amherst, while losing to
Harvard, Dartmouth and Army.
Princeton has a strong team, and will
give the Beavers a hard fight, with
both teams probably returning with
more men under their belts.

The Tech teams participating in
Massachusetts Squash Racquets As-
ociation play are all doing very well.
The varsity team, playing in the B
league, must defeat that team or
other third place, a fair cry from the
thrillers of the last few years.

The junior varsity team is running
out in the most recent game in the C
league, and the freshman, who finished next to last,
year, are tied for fourth in the D
league.

Paul Rudzinski, the number one
man, has already entered the semi-
finals of the State Class B tournament,
and has a good chance of winning
out the winner. Rudzinski's score
was excellent all season, and he

EOTONS FOUR CONVENIENT ARROW LOCATIONS
SOUTH BOSTON STATIONERY
61 ROYALTON ST.
Coca-Cola, This Is Coca...
COTTON CORNER
BOSTON 27

HOTEL STATLER
274 MASS. ST.
Mass. Ave. and School St.

Make Your Selection of
ARROW SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, TIES and HANDKERCHIEFS
AT THE
TECHNOLOGY STORE

"A-I Fit!" Collegians Say of Arrow Gabanaro Sports Shirts

College students report that precision-sized Arrow Gabanaro sports shirts bring them greater comfort—plus
neater, smarter appearance. Gabanaro—when
Gabanaro—is available in exact collar sizes and sleeve
lengths, in a wide range of colors, at all Arrow dealers.

NEW FIRST SERVICE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
—opened this week by Lewandos at 88 Massachusetts Avenue opposite MIT— to serve students and workers in
and near Tech.

To meet the increased demand for faster
cleaning and faster laundering
LEWANDOS has just opened a new
store at 88 Massachusetts Avenue opposite MIT— to serve students and workers in
and near Tech.

This store, as announced by the College
in its March 15 issue, is to serve the
needs of the students and workers in
and near Tech.
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Ankerst Matmen
Halt Steak, 20-8
Fresh Faltering

After defeating their first two foes handily, the Tech men ran into a temporary snare in their recent schedule. Wasting no time, however, the Beaver squad was defeated by a score of 20-8. The team was well fought and scored the score 20-8. The victory was the record new stands of 1 and 1, with 6 matches left on the schedule.

All Tech wrestlers have looked good in the three previous outings in other high school, collegiate, and interscholastic competition. The work of Chuck Reifman has been particularly outstanding. Chuck has earned a place in the collegiate competition since, due to a series of unexpected developments, he is expected to be able to take the heavyweight crown in this year's E.D. and Boston Intercollegiate. He won the E.D. championship last year and has posted a match in collegiate competition. In the last two seasons, he has played against every opponent.

Chevrolet

Entirely NEW through and through!

New Bodies by Fisher . . . new, richer, roomier interiors . . . new Powerglide . . . more weight savings (optional at extra cost) . . . more weight-saving structural design . . . new, larger brakes in the low-price field . . . Safety Plate Glass all around in sedan and coupes . . . E-Z-Eye Plate Glass (optional at all cost). Combination of standard equipment and trim illustrated is dependent on availability of materials.

SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS!

Conveniently listed under "Automobiles" in your local classified telephone directory.

The Shrieking New Bel Air 2-Door Sedan

...featuring Chevrolet's new "Blue-Flame" high-compression engine!

The '53 Chevrolet offers you the most powerful performance of any low-priced car with an extraordinarily new economy—with an entirely new 115-h.p. "Blue-Flame" Valvematic-Head engine, designed with a new Powerglide automatic transmission. It's the most powerful engine in its class, and it's a genuine high-performance engine of 80 to 7.5 to 1 compression ratio. It comes in . . . see and drive this dynamic new powertrain in low-priced cars with all in mass-production advancement.

Advanced High-Compression "Thrift-King" Valvematic-Head Engine

Chevrolet also offers an advanced 106-h.p. "Thrift-King" engine in gear-shift models, bringing you blazing new performance and new refinement. For reasons you know so well—cost advantages and balance of design—the "Blue-Flame" engine equipped on a "Thrift-King" and the "Blue-Flame" engine equipped on a "Thrift-King"... and it's all in stock

MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLET'S THAN ANY OTHER CAR!
Study of M.I.T. (Continued from Page 1)

examination of the courses of the Humanities Department itself. These were judiciously removed by Mr. Bowles.

This action by Mr. Bowles plus the inclusion of the students in one of the sections provided descriptions of the term project such as "lack of spirit and interest on the part of the professors and faculty." Further research is needed.

New WMIT Schedule Offers Fine Music

WMIT Classical Music Schedule. The Blackman Music Department of WMIT has decided to disseminate its schedule of concerts throughout the dormitories. Instead they have asked THE TECH to print their schedule as often as is possible.

Wednesday, February 18

8-10-Concert Hall. Beethoven: Missa Solemnis.

Tuesday, February 17

8-10-Concert Hall. Beethoven: Violin Concerto in D; Rossini: William Tell Overture; Beethoven: Symphony 94 "Surprise."

Monday, February 16

8-10-Concert Hall. Bach: Brandenburg Concertos Nos. 3 and 5; Handel: Water Music Suite; Beethoven: Piano Concerto 4.
9-11-Blackman Music Club. Strauss: Don Quixote.

Sunday, February 15

8-10-Concert Hall. Mozart: Symphony 41; Schubert: Symphony 8; "The Great."
9-11-Blackman Music Club. Mozart: Concerto 21; Brahms: Symphony 1; "The Creative Genius."
10-12-Music Immortal. Tchaikovsky: "The Cosmic Overture."

New WMIT Schedule Offers Fine Music
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Sophomore Dance

"Barnacre Steal" is the theme of the annual Sophomore dance which will take place Friday, March 13, at Baker House from 8:30 to 12:30 p.m. A six-piece orchestra will play during the affair. The band not only plays dance music but will supply Downeaster numbers for entertainment. Refreshments will be included in the admission price of $1.50 per couple.

David Brooks is general chairman of the dance, Peter Toohy is orchestra chairman and refreshments chairman; David Wilbourn is publicity chairman; Irwin Buffa is decoration chairman, and George Klein is tickets chairman.

Freshman Dance

The Class of '56 will hold their annual Freshman Dance Saturday, March 7, from 8 to 12 p.m. Cafe dancing will be the theme of the affair which will take place in Mason Hall of Walker Memorial.

Chairman David Kaplan has announced that dress for the affair will be semi-formal. George Graham's orchestra will supply the music, and Miss Massachusetts of 1952 will highlight the entertainment.

Dances may be purchased after next week from all members of the Freshman Council.

J. Paul Sheedy Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil

Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test

Squash

(Continued from Page 1)

has come out victorious in most of his matches.

The squad will feel the loss of their number two man, Kurt Main, in the remaining matches of the season. Mainz graduated at the end of the Fall semester.

Under the able coaching of Jack Bussiness, both the varsity and freshmen teams have shown considerable improvement and may well run up their best records in recent years.

DEBATE CHAIRMAN

All those who are interested in serving as chairmen for debates during the Annual M.I.T. Debate Tournament on February 26, at 4 or 7 p.m. or on Saturday, February 21, at 9:30 or 11 a.m., please contact Robert Evans in Atkinson 405 or come to a meeting on Tuesday, February 17, at 7 p.m. in room 2-131.

Duties of chairmen will consist of announcing the speakers, and keeping time for the debate.

It's always Winter in your refrigerator... that's why Ballantine Beer is brewed for flavor that chill can't kill...

Here's beer that keeps its fine flavor even when served ice cold...

Ballantine Beer is deep-brewed for flavor!

For lightness, yes! For dryness, of course! But first, last, and always, Ballantine brews for the fine, full flavor that chill can't kill!

Serve Ballantine Beer right off the ice.

Every glass just brims with flavor!

Ballantine Beer

Squash

(Continued from Page 2)

final acceptance of a man into the group. This right is still reserved to the members. Opponents argue too that any legislation by Institute Committee would conflict with the individual's right to think and believe as he chooses. However, isn't the discrimination clause itself legislation which infringes upon the right of free thought? The national organization sets down rules to which the member chapter must adhere. So is it with Institute Committee. As officially organized and recognized M.I.T. groups the fraternities are subject to the laws thereof. Withdrawal of recognition does not interfere with the right to assemble, to associate, and to join with others of our choice. Many of us have been quick to hie the proposal as being "coercive". We must, however, look carefully to see exactly what the motion would have accomplished. The extent of its coercion would have been only to make us set up the machinery to enable us to keep the subject of discrimination before us; to press for removal of the clauses by whatever means are available.

Nevertheless their judgment was in error and the members of Institute Committee preferred to defeat the motion. What is surprising, however, is that this same Committee went on to pass by vote of 20-8, a small portion of the original proposal, which withholds recognition from any new organization which would have a prejudicial restriction on membership eligibility. Had the members of the Institute Committee earnestly believed their own arguments, this motion would have met the same objection as did the original and would have gone down in defeat with it. If we follow the same (but still inaccurate) arguments propounded by opponents of the original proposal we fail to see why this new motion would not deny and abridge the right of free choice and assembly, and freedom to believe as one chooses. In view of this contradiction we can not be sure that the motion was rejected on principle or perhaps on other grounds. It cannot be said that the democratic substance and spirit of the motion submitted by the Discrimination Investigating Committee was sacrificed by a criticism based not upon the merits of the proposal but upon special interests.

THE TECH SMOKER

Tyler Lounge

PROF. WM. GREENE

Will Speak

Wednesday, February 26

5 P.M.

Refreshments Will Be Served

Our Great Winter Invitation

Ski Jump Contest

Monday, FEB. 23 P. M.

Swedish, Norwegian

Championships

SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM"
Debating Tourney To Be Held Here

Next Friday representatives from thirty-five colleges will arrive here to participate in the Eighth Annual M.I.T. Debate Tournament. These schools will participate in more than 150 debates during the twenty-four hours beginning at 4 p.m. Friday. The topic for the tourney is Resolved: That the Congress of the United States Enact a Fair Employment Practices Law.

The debates will compete for the possession of five trophies. Two will be awarded to the best affirmative and negative speakers: permanent trophies will be given to the schools placing first and second, and the winning college will receive a circulating trophy.

Rainen College is the present owner of the circulating trophy, and needs but one more winning year to obtain the three triumphs necessary for permanent possession of the award.

Chairmen are still needed for the many debates and all interested are asked to contact Robert Evans, Debating Manager, at Atkinson 606.

LITERARY SUPPLEMENT

The final date for contributions to THE TECH'S LITERARY SUPPLEMENT has been extended. Material is still being accepted. Contributions should be sent to Box 77, M.I.T. East Campus, Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dr. Stall Will Speak

Dr. Max Stall, director of the Research Department at Firmsheich and Company of Geneva, Switzerland, will deliver two lectures at the Institute on February 24 and 25. On February 25th at 2 p.m., under the auspices of the Department of Food Technology, Dr. Stall will speak on "New Analytical and Organoleptic Syntheses of Flavor and Odor Compounds" in Room 10-251.

Under the auspices of the Department of Chemistry, Dr. Stall will speak at 1 p.m. on February 25 in Room 4-874 on a "General Survey of the Preparation of Magnetic Materials."

Dr. Stall, who is widely recognized for research in the field of organic chemistry, will be in the United States to receive the 1953 Frick Fund Award of the American Chemical Society. His lectures at the Institute will be open to the public.